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PROFILE
I am a 37-year-old professional with a passion for software development, especially related to cloud-based distributed
architectures. I was awarded with a Bachelor of Engineering in Computer Engineering at the University of Naples
“Federico II” in 2008 and the title of my thesis is “Business process management integrated into enterprise portals”.
Currently I am working as the CTO and Software Architect of “EMG - Educations Media Group AB”. In this role, I am
responsible for managing a department of roughly 25 people and its financial status, coordinating the design of new
features and finding the most efficient way of implementing them, and collaborating to the long-term strategy of the
whole company together with the rest of the management group.
During my time as team manager and CTO, I have learned to appreciate the subtle art of managing a group of
professionals, nurture their skills and facilitate the creation of a cohesive team.
Since my job role does not involve much programming, I started contributing to few Open Source projects and even
started few of my own so to offer better tools to the whole .NET community.

SKILLS
I have been working with .NET and AWS for the biggest part of my professional career and I like not only combining the
two, but also building tools to help other developers.
Overall, I have been focusing my attention to Microsoft technologies relevant to web applications both consumer facing
and enterprise, such as ASP.NET, WCF, Entity Framework, and SQL Server.
I have a strong CI/CD experience: TeamCity, Octopus Deploy, AppVeyor, Cake are few of the technologies and products
I have used over the years.
When .NET Core was finally released, I lead my team to transition into the new runtime and integrate it with the legacy
bits of the platform while also using newer tools like Docker.

Finally, I am an Italian native speaker, fluent in English and I am able to communicate in Swedish although I prefer to
work in English.

CERTIFICATIONS AND COURSES
"AWS CERTIFIED SOLUTIONS ARCHITECT - ASSOCIATE" – 18/06/2019
Expires: June 2022
Credential URL: http://aws.amazon.com/verification
Credential ID: 47NXYZNKJB1Q13WD

"THE ARCHITECT'S MASTER CLASS " BY JUVAL LÖWY – 12-16/06/2017
Service oriented architecture based on WCF technologies.
http://www.idesign.net/Training/Architect-Master-Class

"THE PROJECT DESIGN MASTER CLASS" BY JUVAL LÖWY – 4-8/05/2015
A course aiming to help project managers and architect to properly structure the project needed to make real a software
architecture.
http://www.idesign.net/Training/Project-Design-Master-Class

UGL – UTVECKLING AV GRUPP OCH LEDARE – 13-17/05/2013
A course focused on groups and how their dynamics affect results and how leadership styles should be adapted to the
group’s maturity stage.

"THE ARCHITECT'S MASTER CLASS " BY JUVAL LÖWY – 17-21/05/2010
Service oriented architecture based on WCF technologies.
http://www.idesign.net/Training/Architect-Master-Class

MICROSOFT CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL – 20/08/2009
•

70-536 - TS: Microsoft .NET Framework - Application Development Foundation

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
I have been working as permanent employee of “EMG - Educations Media Group AB” (formerly known as “Studentum
AB”) since September 2008 in different roles.

EMG –09/2008 – PRESENT
During my 12 years at EMG I went from Junior developer to CTO passing by Senior developer, Software Architect and
Team manager.

As CTO of Educations Media Group, I am responsible for coordinating the efforts of the whole Tech department both
from a workforce and a budget point of view. In total, I’m ultimately responsible for around 20 full-time equivalent
employees together with few interns.
Together with the rest of the top management team, I am responsible for the long-term strategy of the company so
that it can achieve the goals and the results set for us from our board of owners.

PERSONAL PROJECTS
As a .NET enthusiast, I always try to give my contribution to other developers by creating tools to improve their work.
All my contributions are open source projects and, whenever possible, I package them so that developers can easily
import them into their projects.
In addition, I like to browse Q&A sites like StackOverflow and Reddit and, whenever possible, offer my expertise to help
other developers.
Here are my profiles on some of the most popular developer oriented communities: GitHub, StackOverflow.
Below are some of my most relevant open source projects (projects still in preview are not tested for production usage)

NYBUS
Nybus is an application framework that allows you to build message-based applications. Currently it only supports
RabbitMQ as message-broker, but the plan is to extend it so that it can use cloud-technologies such as AWS SQS and
SNS to deliver messages to the different registered handlers.
It is fully implemented in .NET Standard so that it can be used in any compatible runtime, being it a full-blown Windows
Server to a tiny AWS Lambda runtime.
The reason behind this project is the need for a framework with a very quick API so to minimize the time to market.
https://github.com/Nybus-project

AWS LAMBDASHARP TEMPLATE
AWS LambdaSharp Template is a “dotnet new” template that helps creating AWS Lambda function handlers with
support for dependency injection, configuration and logging in a more structured way.
https://github.com/Kralizek/AWSLambdaSharpTemplate

AWS SECRETSMANAGER CONFIGURATION EXTENSIONS
AWS SecretsManager Configuration Extensions is an helping library allowing a developer to quickly add AWS
SecretsManagers as a source for configuration settings in applications using configuration infrastructure created for
.NET Core applications.
https://github.com/Kralizek/AWSSecretsManagerConfigurationExtensions

